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Abstract 

 

The art of pottery is one of the oldest skills known to the Indians. From time immemorial, lumps of clay were moulded by hand 

to form toys and deities of worship. The advent of the potter's wheel gave man the opportunity to make beautifully shaped pots 

for his personal use. Over time, this craft evolved into various specialized categories like simple clay pottery, glazed pottery, 

terracotta pottery, blue pottery, paper thin pottery, etc.which are being practiced in various parts of India today. Today, many 

schools of pottery are scattered in different parts of the state. The potteries as conventionally made by manually. Manual pottery 

makes has inherent defects like precision, quality, finish, consistency, low production etc.The skill of labour is the greatest 

concern of the industry. The mechanisation of the profile making operation is solution to such issues. For that purpose we have 

developed such mechanism in which, manual process converted into automated manual process from that, the mechanism of 

specific profile on earthen pot making is designed in this way with the help of that mechanism; it is possible to automate a skilled 

manual process which would avoid worker fatigue. Also the future scope for developing the generalized mechanism for any 

profile can be identified. 
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The art of pottery is one of the oldest skills known to the Indians. From time immemorial, lumps of clay were mounded by hand 

to form toys and deities of worship. The advent of the potter's wheel gave man the opportunity to make beautifully shaped pots 

for his personal use. Over time, this craft evolved into various specialized categories like simple clay pottery, glazed pottery, 

terracotta pottery, blue pottery, paper thin pottery, etc. which are being practiced in various parts of India today. Control Theory 

to drive Inv-IM. Pottery is probably the commonest find on most archaeological sites. In most circumstances organic material 

will decay and metals corrode. Potsherds tend to be more stable. For this reason archaeologists frequently use fragments of 

pottery as aid to help them date their sites.  The craft of glazed pottery has its origin in Persia. The craft reached perfection in the 

country in time Excavations carried out in Persia have revealed that  the early potters were  familiar with the use of  luster of 

different hues, one of the few things apparently which the  Chinese potter did not employ, even if  he knew that  metallic luster 

was a serviceable medium for decorative purposes? The art of glazed blue pottery came to India through Persia. Earlier, Egypt 

and Mesopotamia were in possession of blue tiles This art, introduced by the Muslims in India, underwent transitional changes. 

While it declined during the conservative Mughal king Aurangzeb’s time, it later flourished in Jaipur during Maharaja Sawai 

Ram Singh’s time (1835‐1880). He sent the local artists to Delhi to be trained by the famous potter Bhola. The descendants of 

the very first potters still practice the craft. Sawai Ram Singh set up a school of art and encouraged artists and craftsmen from all 

over the country to come and settle in Jaipur and practices the craft. This ancient craft is one of the oldest in Rajasthan. Today, 

many schools of pottery are scattered in different parts of the state. The blue pottery of Jaipur is the most exquisite and best 

known all over the world. The potteries as conventionally made by manually. Manual pottery makes has inherent defects like 

precision, quality, finish, consistency, low production etc.The skill of labor is the greatest concern of the industry. The 

mechanization of the profile making operation is solution to such issues. 

II. CONCEPT 

Introducing automation was to overcome problems with the current manual forming method. In mechanism there are a numbers 

of uncertain factors such as, the thrower must lean into the bottom of large pots and apply the force required for forming. 

Consider also some aspect of the pot output: lubrication, forming tools, pot stability, and turntable speed, forming speed, outside 

pot support, consistency of blank size, and forming force. The concept of the work is, 
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(1) Observe the manual process to identify the important process variables. 

(2) Quantify the important process variables. 

(3) Develop a prototype automation system which could control some or the entire process variable. 

(4) Investigate all areas of automated forming. 

(5) Produce a specification for an automated system. 

(6) Refined design of the forming tool, as this plays a major role in all forming operations. The above considering point we 

design the automated skilled manual process, which would avoid the worker fatigue. Performance variation of 

mechanism can be calculated using some conceptual mechanism are as follow. 

III. FORMULATION OF PROBLEM 

Configurations of mechanisms have been incorporated into machines for centuries. Configurations of mechanisms have been 

incorporated into machines for centuries. We are only trying that manual process converted into automated manual process from 

that, we design for mechanism of specific profile on earthen pot making.For the purpose of design; we need to design 

Mechanical gear arrangements. In Mechanical gear arrangements, there are two types of arrangements are used,  

(1) pair of spur gear  

(2) pair of Bevel gear. 

Also we used free wheel in which turn table are mounted. For upper side hand drill mechanism is used with the help of this 

tool getting up and down movement as well as oscillating movement to attached plunger.Figur shows systematic arrangement of 

whole mechanism from which earthen pot making. In which, paddling system is attached with spur gear arrangement, there are 

two spur gear in which one is small, another is larger. Spur gear has parallel attached. Also there is pair of bevel gear is joined, 

since bevel gear is attached perpendicularly. Finally these arrangements are attached with the turntable, from which we get 

required earthen pot having various shape. 

 
Fig. - Mechanism For Specific Profile On Earthen Pot Making. 

IV. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

For designing the such mechanism we, Consider all aspect of the pot output like, lubrication, forming tools, pot stability, 

turntable speed, forming speed, outside pot support, consistency of blank size, and forming force. From all this point of view we 

trying to developed such a mechanism for specific profile. For that first of all we design the mechanism also calculates. By 

observing the all parameter, turntable rotation is most important parameter in our project. So consider two pair of gear .pair of 

spur gear and pair of bevel gear attachment to the turntable. Spur gears are the most common type of gears. They have straight 

teeth, and are mounted on parallel shafts. in mechanism  two spur gear are attached with  paddling system in parallel 

combination. From which given force by paddling with the help of spur gear motion will be transmitted, that motion also we 

transmit to the turntable with the help of pair of bevel gear. Bevel gears are gears where the axes of the two shafts intersect and 

the tooth-bearing faces of the gears themselves are conically shaped. Bevel gears are most often mounted on shafts that are 90 

degrees apart, but can be designed to work at other angles as well. The pitch surface of bevel gears is a cone. The most familiar 

kinds of bevel gears have pitch angles of less than 90 degrees and therefore are cone-shaped. With the help of this we get 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gears
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cone_(geometry)
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maximum speed or maximum rotation of turntable. With the help this we design the mechanism in which some consideration is 

involved. Like diameter, speed of spur as well as bevel gear, gear ratio.From all this consideration we design and calculate 

manual operation with the help of gear mechanism. 

V. DESIGN AND CALCULATION 

We consider, Diameter of spur gear, here we assume diameter of spur gear ie.Dg= D1= 400 mm ,Dp= D2= 100 mmAlso 

consider, N1be the speed of spur gear and having 30 rpm,N2=120 rpm,With the help of this we design the spur gear, 

VI. DESIGN FOR SPUR GEAR 

Rated power, PR = f × v, PR = 1.84 Kw , 

Design Power,Pd=PR×K1∴Pd = 2300 watt, 

Tooth load, Ft= Pd/Vp, ∴Ft = 61.024 N, 

Bending Strength by Lewis equation,FB=So×Cv×b× Y   

∴fd= 3687.43 NLimiting wear strength,(Fw) = DpbK, 

∴Fw=1.77×10Endurance strength,Fen=Seb×b×y×m, 

∴Fen=37082.597KN,D1=400mm,N1=30rpm,T1=67, 

D2=100mm,N2=120rpm,T2=17 

VII. DESIGN FOR BEVEL GEAR 

N2=N3=120 rpm & Dg=D3=300 mm,Dp=D4 ,  

∴N4=600rpm Pitch angle for pinion,Ѳp1=tan-1(1/Vp) 

∴Ѳp1=11.300, Ѳp2=78.700,TEP=Tp×secѲp1, 

TEG=Tg×secѲp2 ∴L = 153 mm ∴b=L/3=51mm, Torque, 

T =p×60/2πNp, ∴T=29.284 Nm,WT=T /(Dp/2) ∴WT=976.133 Again,WT=(fop×Cv)×b×πm× Y’p(L-b/L) ∴m= 8 ,Tp=Dp/m, 

∴Tp= 8,Tg=Dg/m, ∴Tg=38mm. 

Checking Load stress factor,K= [(fes)2sinφ/1.4]×[K=1.687 

Maximum or limiting loadfor wear, Ww=Dp×b×Q×K/cosɵp1, Ww=10107.39 N ,D3=300 mm, N3=120 rpm, T3=38,D4=60 mm, 

N4=600 rpm, T4=8 

VIII. SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT 

 Position of Co-ordinate Calculator:  

Fig. 1shows the Performance of position of Co-ordinate Calculator for obtaining various shape of earthen pot making. In this 

Calculator contains Input like angle, step and plunger length. For finding the co-ordinate or exact position, we used different 

parameter for obtaining the different shapes of earthen pot. We used standard plunger length, different angles, steps are used for 

finding the any position of co-ordinate i.e. (X, Y) axis. From which software shows the exact profile of earthen pot. Figure 1 

shows the home screen of software. 

 
Fig. 1: Home Screen For Position of Co-Ordinate Calculator 
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IX. CONCLUSION 

(1) The mechanism developed can generate any desired profile of earthen pot 

(2) The profile of earthen pot that depends on the displacement of plunger shaft & the angular speed of the plunger. 

(3) Relationship can be developed between the displacement of plunger shaft & angular speed for any generalized used. . 

(4) The software developed is helpful in calculating the (X, Y) co-ordinate of profile. 

(5) This mechanism can be used in generating various types of profile. 

(6) The automation would help in reduction of fatigue of workers. 

(7) It will also improve enhanced the productivity, finished & consistency of earthen pot. 

 SCOPE FOR FUTURE WORK 

On the basis of the results obtained, there is lot of scope for work in this area. 

(1) The testing should be done on the actual model fabricated, which would help in developing the existence mechanism. 

(2) Accurate control of turntable speed, possibly with the capacity to interface to the controller. 

(3) Also the future scope for developing the generalized mechanism for any profile can be identified.  

(4) From all that observations in our project, it is possible to automate a skilled manual process. In future we develop a 

prototype automation system which could control some or all of the process variables. 

(5) By using some programming or use of electric motor for rotating turn table, it develop  more easier and time 

consumable  process for developing earthen pot. 
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